[Investigation on the relationship between the solar term of onset and syndrome types in 430 patients with acute myocardial infarction by circular statistical analysis].
To study the relationship between the solar term of onset of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and its syndrome types in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). The clinical data about 430 patients with AMI hospitalized in Foshan Hospital of TCM from February 4th 2003 (Beginning of Spring) to February 3rd 2008 (Beginning of Spring) were collected, and the solar term of onset as angle coordinate was regarded, then the peak phase of the onset solar term in each syndrome type of AMI was calculated by circular statistical analysis. Among 430 patients with AMI, 134 patients were considered to have qi stagnancy and blood stasis syndrome, 188 patients showed the syndrome of turbid sputum obstruction, 29 of them showed deficiency of yin-blood, and 79 showed deficiency of yang qi. The clinical manifestation of AMI was mainly asthenia syndrome (qi stagnancy and blood stasis+turbid sputum obstruction, 74.9%). According to the circular statistical analysis, the peak of the solar terms of AMI onset occurred at the Beginning of Spring in all cases (r=0.127 4, P<0.01), and standard deviation (s)=116.300 6 degree angle, showed it mainly occurred in winter and spring. As the peak of the onset of qi stagnancy and blood stasis occurred at Winter Solstice and Lesser Cold (r=0.200 5, P<0.01), its peak occurred in winter; the turbid sputum obstruction syndrome occurred at Spring Equinox (r=0.147 0, P<0.05), mainly in spring, yet the symptoms of above two peaks were generally mild. Besides, there was no significant difference in onset of the solar term in regard to onset of deficiency of yin-blood and deficiency of yang qi (both P>0.05). There is a close relationship between periodicity of the solar terms and onset of AMI. The main treatment for AMI is to expel turbid sputum, activate blood to resolve stasis and promote blood circulation to relieve pain; also the method of activating blood to resolve stasis is frequently contemplated in winter, and the method of expelling turbid sputum is the main strategy in spring.